
Buried in the latest working paper to come out of the Water

Act Modernization (WAM) process is a list of ‘economic

instruments’ that might be used as ‘incentives for improving

water use efficiency’. And in that list is one that has raised a

great deal of concern: ‘Tradable permits—eg: water markets.’

Under that heading are two paragraphs, reproduced here

in full: 

‘Expanding the range of economic instruments that are

available will allow flexibility to protect water province-wide,

incent conservation in known and chronic problem areas,

and help achieve a number of different water management

objectives, such as encouraging water conservation, allocating

water efficiently among different users, and recovering the

full costs of supplying water;

‘If economic instruments are used, licensees will continue

to pay fees and rentals and the onus will remain on licensees

to use water beneficially and comply with the terms and

conditions of their licences.’

Not very clear. In fact, a completely separate document, a

‘blog’, on the ‘Living Water  Smart’ website says, in block

letters: We are not proposing the privatization of BC’s water.

Restricted Trading of Licenses?
From the two paragraphs above, it would appear that water

rights would continue to be expressed as licenses to use water

owned by the Crown. (See Island Tides’ October 28, 2010 is,

page 2 and Nelle Maxey letter page 4.) The blog goes on to

explain:

‘Water rights trading and transfers could occur among

existing water licensees in areas where water is in short

supply on a short-term basis. Trading and transfers could be

restricted to a particular sector where the water conserved

could be traded within the sector among existing users (eg:

agriculture). In another example, other water conserved

could be used to improve water flows and protect ecosystems.

‘We acknowledge that to be successful water markets need

to be supported with a robust system of water rights

administration, effective measuring and reporting, water use

planning and clear ground rules. If we go there, water

markets would only involve existing licenses in limited areas

of the Province where water is in short supply. They would be

carefully controlled and regulated.’

The blog adds, ‘we need to proceed cautiously’. It would

seem that trading of water rights is only to occur in limited

circumstances. There’s no absolute victory for the believers in

market solutions to every problem of resource allocation. 

Sold to the Highest Bidder?
Nevertheless, Ecojustice.ca asks ‘BC’s water to be sold to the

highest bidder?’ Pointing out that the rights to the largest

flows of water are in the possession of power producers, oil

and gas companies, mining companies, and agriculture,

Ecojustice asks whether, it some point in the future, anyone

wishing to use these flows (or part of them) will have to buy

or rent the rights they need from these owners. And these

may be valuable—and expensive.

The proposed Water Sustainability Act does not include

‘water as a human right’ and does not appear to provide legal

protection for environmental flows.

Nelle Maxey (quoting ‘Eau Canada’, page 197) says ‘Water

is a Commons; it should be organized as a ‘water democracy

[with] … Decentralized, community based, democratic

management….  Water conservation is politically, socio-

economically and culturally inspired rather than

economically motivated through ‘incentives’.’

If you can trade licenses (not the water itself) under any

circumstances, they become an economic good with a value

and/or a price.

Not Enough Safeguards for a Trading
System

Commenting on the idea of water license trading, Oliver

Brandes (author of a Conference Board of Canada report on

water) writes: ‘A far better option than pursuing water

markets would be to address the underlying concerns in the

current allocation system. Entrenching the Public Trust

concept and identifying priorities of uses in times of scarcity
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is better than relying on a trading system when many of
the fundamental governance safeguards and mechanisms
may not be in place…. Instead we need to focus on a
system that protects watershed function and ensures
water for basic human needs as a priority and having users
‘share the pain’ during times of drought is a far more
equitable and ultimately more robust approach.’

Finally
Just part of the WAM working paper deals with water’s
possible economic value. In fact, it could be that the paper
leans more to the human rights argument than the idea
that water, provided by nature, has price and value in the
economy. 

But the paper doesn’t come out and say that water is a
commons, a human right; and that decisions about it
should be collective rather than economic. Maybe that is a

bridge too far. 0
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